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Precision Micro is a production photo chemical etching
specialist, producing more than 50 million components each
year for industry-leading names and having the capacity to fulfil
even the highest-volume orders.
How we do it
You imagine the concept. We make it a reality. From highperformance aerospace and automotive alloys to hard-to-machine
medical grade titanium, we work with you to design then photoetch precision, complex, burr and stress-free components to the
most exacting specifications, with pinpoint precision.
Making a better today for our customers
We solve challenges through a unique fusion of art and science:
creativity and imagination with scientific focus. We apply this
fusion to photo-etch the products customers rely on to make
today safer, more reliable, comfortable and efficient. Through art
and science in world-class manufacturing, we help them make a
better today.

Global technical support
We have sales offices and partners in locations that enable us to
respond quickly to customer requirements.

Why partner with us?
Unrivalled know-how
Precision Micro has pioneered photo etching for over half a
century, setting the standard for accuracy and repeatability.
Proven capability
We are the only photo etching company accredited to AS9100,
IATF16949, ISO9001 and ISO14001, so you can rely on the stability
and capability of our processes.
Highest production capacity
At 44,000 sq ft, our state-of-the-art photo etching plant offers the
largest sheet etching capacity in Europe.
Specialists in hard-to-machine metals
We specialise in etching proprietary super-alloys which exhibit
excellent mechanical strength, resistance to thermal creep
deformation, good surface stability and resistance to corrosion or
oxidation.

Added value technologies
We offer a number of additional in-house services which can be
combined with photo etching to produce components with
greater accuracy, unique characteristics and improved
functionality, reducing customers’ supplier base and time-tomarket.
Low risk
Precision Micro is well-invested, enabling us to deliver the levels of
product quality, productivity and competitiveness expected by
major international companies.
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